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I show that the nonlinear mixing of an intense pump and a weak probe of frequencies W2 and W2 - Q, where Q is the
pump's generalized Rabi frequency, leads to the spontaneous generation of the radiation at the submultiple of the
Rabi frequency, that is, at W2 + (Q/2). I prove that such radiation at W2 + (Q/2) has strong squeezing properties that
are nearly unaffected by the quantum noise of the medium.
Considerable work has been done on the spontaneous gener-
ationl-4 of the coherent radiation at frequencies other than
the applied frequencies. Such generation of radiation is
fundamentally important and is also a potential source5 for
the squeezed states of the radiation field. Much of the
current activity has been devoted to the spontaneous gener-
ation of the radiation at the frequencies Cw3 and w4 such that
W3 + 4 = 2 2, where t)2 is the pump frequency. A coherent
combination of the fields at 3 and W4 exhibits squeezing
properties. Boyd et al.6 demonstrated a different kind of
four-wave mixing. They showed that an intense pump
characterized by a generalized Rabi frequency [=(A2 +
41g2 12)1I2; A = - C02j; 1g21 = Id e/hl]; co is the atom's
frequency] can lead to the generated waves at the Rabi
sidebands cW2 + Q-
Normally four-wave mixing is described in terms of the
third-order nonlinearities of the medium. However, the
generation of the Rabi sidebands has to be described by a
nonlinear susceptibility that depends on all orders of the
intensity of the pump. Suppose that we consider the inter-
action of a system with an intense field of frequency cW2 and a
weak field of frequency C3. First-order calculations in the
weak field show that the induced polarization can be written
as
P(r, t) = exp(-i 3 t + ik3 r)e(C)pa
+ exp[-i(2C2 - 3)t + i(2k 2 - k3) r]
X 2 (Ct 2 )E*(W3)P + C.C. (1)
Here the coefficients Pa and Pm depend on all orders of the
intensity of the pump. These are functions of the various
frequencies. Pa(Pm) describes the linear and nonlinear ab-
sorption or gain at the frequency cW3 (the generation of the
coherent radiation at 2 2 - WO3). The analytical expressions
for the susceptibilities Pa and Pm are well known.6 7 Note
that Pa and Pm are related to the traditional susceptibilities
of nonlinear-optics literature as
P = X)(°3) + X 3 (W 2, 2, 3)E(W2)12
+ X(5)(-'t 2 , C02, -C02, 2 , W3)IE( 2)14 + ... ' (2)
Pm X(3) (w2, W2, -c 3 ) + X( )(52, ( 2, -W3 , c, 2, -I2)1E(W2 )12
+ x(7 )(, 2, W2 , -c 3 , 2 -c 2 , W2 -I2)1e(ct 2)14 + - -
(3)
The quantum theory of the generation at W2 Q can be
developed along the lines of my earlier work,4 and this theory
can be used to study the strictly quantum properties of the
field, such as squeezing. The quantum-mechanical fluctua-
tions (noise) of the medium are significant at frequencies in
the neighborhood of ct2, ca2 +± Q. The work of Mollow8 sup-
ports this concept. Any noise in the medium tends to inhib-
it the amount of achievable squeezing.' Thus, to obtain
significant squeezing, we have to generate radiation at fre-
quencies at which the medium's fluctuations are insignifi-
cant. In this paper, I demonstrate how this can be achieved
by using the resonance at W2 ± (Q/2). Such a resonance is
referred to as submultiple Rabi resonance.9 -12
I start by giving a brief discussion of the submultiple Rabi
resonance.9 First, we assume that the probe field starts
becoming strong. Thus we have to include terms in Eq. (1)
that are of higher order in the probe field. In general the
induced polarization will have the structure
Pi-
P(r, t) = Y, exp[in(2 - 3)t -ir (k2 -k3)n]
tl=--
X exp(ik2 r - i 2t)n. (4)
The coefficients 4'n depend on all orders of the intensities of
both pump and probe fields. Thus In's are expected to have
the form
n tq n e (W2)Eq(X)-
p,q
(5)
The usual four-wave mixing will be described by f_(2,1)
To deal with the pump-induced saturation effects we rewrite
Eq. (5) as
=n = )n (q 3). (6)
The coherent generation of the waves at 2 d: can be
described by (Il.
Interesting new effects arise when we examine the re-
sponse functions On(q) for q > 1. Consider, for example, the
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generation of the coherent radiation at 3O2 - 2w3 . To lowest
order in both the fields this generation is described by x(3,2)
[which is equivalent to the traditional fifth-order nonlinear-
ity X(5)(W2, W2 , W2, -W3, -w3 )]. For a saturating pump, the
generation of radiation at 3O 2 - 2 3 can be studied in terms
of the function 412(2). In what follows I treat only the
coherently generated radiation from a two-level system in-
teracting with resonant pump and probe fields. The nonlin-
ear mixing of arbitrarily high order was investigated earlier. 9
The generated signal exhibits resonances at
(3- W2 = 0, A, IA/2, A = CO - w2. (7)
The saturation of the pump changes resonance positions to
- W2 = 0, (A
2 + 4Ig12)1 /2, +1/2(A2 + 4Ig12)1/2. (8)
Thus the coherently generated signal at 3 2 - 2 3 also ex-
hibits a resonance at a frequency that is displaced from the
central frequency by an amount equal to one half of the
generalized Rabi frequency. The resonances at w3 = w02 i
(A2 + 41g12)1/2 are central to the present work. The explicit
form of the nonlinear response follows from optical Bloch
equations for a two-level system driven by two fields of
frequencies wX2 and W3 . The result to all orders in 2 but to
second order in 3 is
4i923932 4922TjT2 I-1
X-2 (2) (32 _g2 + (1 + A2T 2 2)]
X (1 + iAT2 )Y1[2 + 3i( -w 2)T2 ]
X [2 + i(w3 - W2)T2]P1[i(W3 - W2)]
X P [2i(co3 - 2)]- (9)
Here 2 3(2g 2) is the Rabi frequency associated with the
probe field of frequency W3(w2), T and T2 are the usual
longitudinal and transverse relaxation times, respectively,
and P(z) is the polynomial
P(z)(= (Z )[(z 2 + A 4 2 ( (10)
Such a polynomial is familiarl3 from optical Bloch equa-
tions. The zeros of P(z) yield the resonances at the central
frequency w02 and at Rabi frequencies 2 i . Thus the
usual sideband generation is determined by P(z). The sub-
harmonic or submultiple Rabi resonance arises from the
roots of P(2z). The nonlinear response 4) can be expressed
as a Taylor series in terms of the traditional susceptibilities
4 (5)(W 2, w2, w2 , -w3 -3) 3(WO *2(Wd
+ X (w2 ( 2, w2 +w2 ,-(W 2 -W3 , -W3)e 3(w2 )1E(W 2 )12
X E*2(o)d + * --
We next examine the quantum properties of the radiation
generated in the vicinity of the submultiple Rabi resonance.
In particular we look for the phase-noise (squeezing) charac-
teristics of the generated field. We thus consider an effec-
tive quantum-mechanical Hamiltonian that will describe
the generation of the fields at a subharmonic of the Rabi
frequency. Note that the induced polarization leads to co-
herent radiation of frequency 3w2 - 2 3 in the direction 3k2
- 2k 3. Hence the following effective Hamiltonian describes
the interaction between the fields at the frequencies W2 , W3
and 3w 2 - 2w 3:
Heff = (22E*2(WO3 )[d . E*(3w2 - 2 3 )] + C.C., (12)
where d is the dipole matrix element. If we chose w03 w(2 +
(/2), then 3 2 - 2 3 ('2 - Q. Thus if the system is driven
by a strong pump of frequency w02 and a weak field at 02 -Q,
then the spontaneous generation of the field of frequency w,
in the region of the subharmonic of the Rabi frequency °2 +
(Q/2), can take place. If we treat the generated field at w2 +
(02) quantum mechanically and the remaining fields semi-
classically, then the effective Hamiltonian [Eq. (12)] reduces
to
Heff = 13a+2 + h.c.,
E( 2 + !) = i + ( )1 2 a, (13)
b
1-6 
l-7
(11)
Thus the nonlinear response 4) is in a sense the renormalized
form of X (5) Figure 1 shows the behavior of the function 41
as a function of the parameter ( 3 - w2) T2 for an intense
pump and for several values of the detuning of the pump.
The resonance marked II (I) is the submultiple Rabi reso-
nance (analog of the usual Rabi resonance). Figure 1 shows
that the submultiple resonance is much more pronounced
than the usual Rabi resonance.
b
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Fig. 1. The nonlinear mixing coefficient 4lx 10-2(2)1 of the frequen-
cies 2 and W3, to produce coherent radiation at 32 - 23, as a
function of W3 - W2 for an intense pump with Rabi frequency 100.
Curves a and b are for a pump atom-detuning parameter equal to
zero and 20, respectively. All parameters are in units of 1/T 2 , which
has been chosen as 50/T 1.
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Fig. 2. A plot of the parameter s, which determines the amount of squeezing of the radiation generated in the region of submultiple Rabi
resonance for two values of the pump's Rabi frequency. The curves are labeled by the values of the detuning and the Rabi frequency.
where
2rh 2 + 0)1/
[ = 1 [d ) 1 *(/2 - )] (14)
The Hamiltonian in Eq. (13) has the standard form of a two-
photon Hamiltonian14 whose exact solution 5" 6 leads to the
following results for the mean number of photons and the
phase fluctuations:
(a+(t)a(t)) = sinh2 (213It), (15)
+1/4([a(t)eio ± a+(t)e-i0 ]2 ) = (1/4)e 4101t, -4i = Ile-20.
(16)
We assume that the field E[W2 + (/2)] at time t = 0 is in the
vacuum state. Equation (13) is also similar to the usual
Hamiltonian for the downconversion16 process, which was
recently used17 to get considerable squeezing. The nonlin-
earity for the present problem is given by Eq. (14), which can
be enhanced by using the resonant character of b. Thus the
enhancement of the nonlinearity could be considerable be-
cause of the resonance coming from P-[2i(co3 - w2)].
The squeezing parameter 4101t can be written in the form
4131t = (2aLs) multiplied by the Rabi frequency of the field
at c - Q, where
4i 4922TjT2 1'S 2 + ( + A2T2j
X P-'[i(c,3 - w2)]P' [2i( 3 - 2)]
X {2 + 3iT2( 3 - w2)112 + iT2 (W3 - w2)1
X 1 + iAT21-'. (17)
The behavior of s near the submultiple Rabi resonance is
shown in Fig. 2. Substantial values of the squeezing param-
eter can be achieved by choosing aL, detuning, (03, etc. The
effect can be further enhanced by putting the resonant sys-
tem into a cavity. The amount of achievable squeezing
depends on the spontaneous noise of the medium. We thus
examine the question of whether the quantum fluctuations
due to spontaneous emission from atoms are significant in
the interesting region (U2 + Q/2).
Mollow8 examined the spectrum of the spontaneous noise
produced by an atom driven by an external field of frequen-
cy (02 He found that the quantum fluctuations of the medi-
um are important at frequencies C02 and W2 I Q. Because we
have considered the generation of photons at 02 + (/2), the
squeezing in the field generated at &,2 + (Q/2) is not much
affected by the quantum noise of the medium. This charac-
teristic will be true if the probe field at o02 - Q does not lead
to noise terms at 02 - (/2). I will now show that the
simultaneous action of a probe field of frequency v and the
pump leads to noise predominantly at frequencies w -2 =
Qi, +2Q, 0. To see this, we examine the structure of the
dipole-dipole correlation function r(-, t) - (s+(t + T)s-(t))
for a two-level atom interacting with two fields of frequen-
cies (02 and v. The Fourier transform of limt-, (T, t) will
yield the spectrum of noise. The correlation function F can
be obtained from the solution of optical Bloch equations and
the regression theorem. In fact we can derive equations for
the correlation matrix C with elements r(r, t), (s-(t +
i-)si(t)), and (sz(t + r)s-(t)) and these can be written in the
form
= AC + I (sit)) + B+e[-ix(t + r)]C
+ B_ exp[+ix(t + r)]C, x = v - 02. (18)
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The matrices B± depend on the probe field in the vicinity of
2- . The matrix A depends on the strong pump. The
explicit form of these matrices is not needed.
If we introduce the Laplace transform C(z, t) of C(T, t),
then in the long-time limit C is expected to have the struc-
ture
C(z, t) = E exp(-inxt)0(n)(z),
(s(t)) = > exp(-inxt)sn). (19)
From Eqs. (18) and (19), we obtain
z0(n) - C(n) (, t) = AC(n) + I S(n) + B_(n+1)(z - ix)
z
+ B C(n-l)(z + iX). (20)
We need to compute C(0 ) to second order in B+. The inver-
sion of the matrix (z - A) leads to the polynomial P(z).
Using Eq. (20), we can show that 0(0) to second order in B+
involves the denominators P(z) and P(z ix). Thus the
spectrum of noise will peak at the frequencies
C-, 2 -=, Q, )-w 2 x = ,Q. (21)
For the present problem the probe field is in the vicinity of
the Rabi sideband Co2 - Q. Equations (21) then show that
the spectrum of spontaneous noise will consist of the spec-
tral peaks at
0 -2 = 0, ±+Q, ±2Q. (22)
Therefore the spontaneous noise appears predominantly at
the Rabi sidebands and at the harmonics of the Rabi side-
bands. Thus the subharmonic region corresponding to co =
c02 + (/2) is relatively noise-free.
In conclusion, I have shown how the subharmonic Rabi
resonances can be used to generate radiation with strong
squeezing properties. This region of the submultiple Rabi
resonances is also relatively free from the spontaneous noise
of the resonant medium.
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